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Abstract. In celebration of the 2015 International Year of Light, we highlight major break-
throughs in photonics for energy conversion and conservation. The section on energy conversion
discusses the role of light in solar light harvesting for electrical and thermal power generation;
chemical energy conversion and fuel generation; as well as photonic sensors for energy appli-
cations. The section on energy conservation focuses on solid-state lighting, flat-panel displays,
and optical communications and interconnects. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part
requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JPE.5.050997]
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1 Historical Background
The most comprehensive ancient account of the science of light is a millennium old, dating from
the Islamic golden age when the Arab scholar Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen) composed and published
his seminal seven-volume Book on Optics. It was nearly 700 years later that Christiaan Huygens
developed a wave theory of light, while Newton proposed a corpuscular (particle) theory of light.
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In his book, A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field, Maxwell mathematically unified
light, electricity, and magnetism.1 This modern theory of light is only 150 years old!
These great milestones were followed by the work of Einstein,2 who introduced the concept
of photons to explain photoelectric effect data in terms of light energy being carried in discrete,
quantized packets. He demonstrated that only photons with a certain threshold frequency
(energy) impinged upon a metal surface can cause the ejection of electrons. The discovery
of the law of this photoelectric effect was a foundation of the quantum revolution and was
the primary reason for the Nobel Prize awarded to Einstein in 1922.3
A recent and elegant demonstration of light’s dual nature was reported by the group of
Carbone at École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Switzerland, who captured
a snapshot of the concurrent behavior of light as both a wave and a stream of particles4 (Fig. 1).
Understanding the quantum nature of light and electrons was crucial to the discovery of other
phenomena that involve the interaction of light with electric charges, such as the photoconduc-
tive effect, i.e., photoconductivity, the photovoltaic (PV) effect, and the photoelectrochemical
(PEC) effect.
In this paper, we will review some of the enabling photonic technologies that followed
based on last century’s fundamental discoveries related to the interaction of light and matter.
Section 1 gives an overview of the role that photonics plays in power generation through
electrical, thermal, and chemical energy conversion, as well as in sensor technology.
Section 2 describes technological advances where photonics is important for energy conser-
vation. It covers solid-state lighting, flat-panel displays, and optical communications and
interconnects. Advances in photonics such as the development of the worldwide optical com-
munications network that carried the news of Charles Kao’s receiving the Nobel Prize in
2009,5 thanks to his proposal 50 years ago to use optical fibers to transmit phone calls across
great distances, will be highlighted. Other examples will include the revolution in solid-state
lighting that earned Isamu Akasaki, Hiroshi Amano, and Shuji Nakamura the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 2014.6 This award was based on their development of efficient blue light-emitting
diodes (LEDs), enabling bright and energy-saving white light sources. This work was pre-
ceded by the seminal work of R. N. Hall et al.7 on diode lasers, as well as that of Holonyak
and Bevacqua8 and Allen and Grimmeiss,9 who developed red LEDs in the early 1960s, and
that of Round10 and Losev,11 who reported electroluminescence from carborundum early in
the 20th century. The 21st century witnessed another revolution in display technology with the
development and commercialization of flat-panel displays. The technology on which these
Fig. 1 Energy-space photography of light confined on a nanowire simultaneously shows both
spatial interference and energy quantization.4
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flat-panel displays is based will soon undergo another transformation with the introduction of
bright, efficient, and stable organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs).
2 Role of Photonics in Energy Conversion
The sun supplies the energy that allows all life on earth. The enormous power of the sun can be
used in three main ways. The first is the conversion of sunlight to electrical power, which is
discussed in Sec. 2.1. The second is the conversion of sunlight to thermal power, which is briefly
described in Sec. 2.2. The third is the conversion of sunlight directly to fuels, which is the topic
of Sec. 2.3. In addition, the role of photonic sensors in energy harvesting and the production of
power are covered in Sec. 2.4.
2.1 Solar Light Harvesting and Electrical Energy Conversion
Most solar cells on rooftops now convert sunlight into electricity using the PV effect first dem-
onstrated by Becquerel.12 With the advent of the silicon PV cell in 1954,13 humankind increas-
ingly found ways of using semiconductors for many energy conversion applications. Among the
first applications of solar PVs was their use in space to power control systems and other critical
functions on space vehicles.14 This subsequently grew into the application of PVs in residential
solar systems for off-grid applications and has matured into grid-connected residential systems
and solar power plants in the last 15 years.15 The progress in solar PVs in terms of cell power
conversion efficiencies (PCEs) can be seen in the chart from the (US) National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) shown in Fig. 2. NREL makes certified measurements of PV
cells, and the chart shows how different solar PV technologies have developed as a function
of time (for small-area, champion solar cells). As will be explained below, the highest efficiency
technologies are accompanied by very high cost and complexity, so the dominant solar cells are
in the middle of the efficiency range. The newest technologies are at the bottom right of the chart,
but their rapid rate of development and efficiency improvement could make them the solar PV
technologies of the future. In a single-junction solar cell, the amount of light absorbed and the
maximum voltage obtainable both depend on the bandgap of the semiconductor. This leads to
a trade-off between the amount of light absorbed and the open-circuit voltage. The theoretical
limit for the PCE of a single-junction PV cell under AM1.5 irradiation is calculated to be 33.7%
using the detailed balance theory developed by Shockley and Queisser in 196116 and taking into
account thermalization losses and low-bandgap losses in the solar cell.
2.1.1 Inorganic solar cells
The most important commercially available PV materials systems today are based on inorganic
semiconductors. The vast majority of solar modules are based on silicon, which is the second
most abundant material in the earth’s crust, hence, these modules are of relatively low cost. The
record silicon solar cell efficiency is 25.6%. Modules with a PCE of ∼21%, fabricated by apply-
ing a thin film of amorphous silicon-based heterojunction to a silicon surface, are commercially
available.18 The majority of commercial Si modules have PCEs in the range of 14% to 18%. The
modules are typically fabricated by manufacturing Si wafers with the correct doping level to
form a p–n junction, along with suitable front and back contact (typically screen-printed).
Both single-crystalline and multi/polycrystalline wafers are used in the industry. The cells
are then laid out on a backing sheet and strung together with metal tabs. An adhesive layer
is applied to bond the front glass cover, ensuring that good edge moisture barriers are also
in place. Photonics plays an important role in Si-based solar cells and modules since it is an
indirect bandgap semiconductor and hence has a relatively long absorption depth across the
solar spectrum. Most importantly, light-trapping structures must be fashioned on the front sur-
face of the wafers to ensure that long wavelength light is adequately trapped within the solar cell
and is not lost from reflection at the back contact and subsequent impingement on the front
surface (within the escape cone). Light trapping is typically achieved by etching the front surface
of the wafers to form a random texture or by an anisotropic etch that forms pyramidal structures
on the Si surface.19 Another important photonic aspect of Si modules is related to the optical
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losses that can occur at the glass/adhesive interface, as well as at the glass to air interface due to
reflection. Significant advances to minimize such optical losses have been made over the last
two decades.20 Further discussion of these topics is found in Sec. 2.1.3.
Another commercially important class of materials is based on inorganic thin films, primarily
related to the CdTe21 and CuðIn;GaÞSe2 (CIGS) materials systems.22 CdTe solar cell efficiencies
have been reported at 19.6% and CIGS at 20.5%. Until recently, thin-film solar cells have been
lower in cost than Si solar cells due to the fact that they are direct bandgap semiconductors, and
hence, a very thin layer (typically 1 to 5 μm) can be deposited using low-cost deposition proc-
esses directly onto a large-area glass substrate. This significantly lowers the manufacturing cost.
One can use the glass growth substrate as the window layer, or can use it as a backing layer and
add another glass window layer. In both cases, it is possible to manage the light using suitable
antireflective coatings (ARC, see below).23 Today Si and CdTe-based modules are competitive in
cost (typically measured in $/Watt).
III–V semiconductor materials are also important for high-efficiency PV conversion. GaAs
cells have reached 1 Sun efficiencies of 28.8%, and multijunction III–V cells have achieved an
efficiency of 37.9% at 1 Sun.18 Figure 2 gives a summary of the record efficiencies achieved by
these different PV cells over the last few decades. III–V solar cells have been reserved for spe-
cialty applications, primarily for space due to their exceptionally high cost (ca. three orders of
magnitude higher cost per square meter than Si). This high cost is due to several factors, includ-
ing the low abundance of group III and Velements, the high expense of growing III–V crystals,
the lack of a good diffusion process for forming the p–n junction (an epitaxial layer is needed),
the need for another surface passivation layer to minimize surface recombination, and the need
for expensive materials/processes to form good Ohmic contacts. An ARC is also always needed
on the III–V surface. On the other hand, the high efficiency of III–V solar cells/modules is attrib-
uted to the direct bandgap nature of these semiconductors, which implies a short absorption
depth as well as a high charge carrier mobility and high minority carrier lifetimes due to the
low nonradiative losses that occur in the crystal. Surface recombination is readily minimized
in III–V cell technologies by applying a suitable passivation layer. Another advantage is the
fact that the bandgap of 1.5 eV gives the optimal balance of absorption of the solar spectrum
and open-circuit voltage. Photon recycling in III–V solar cells has been critical in improving
their performance and led to a record PCE of 28.8% for a single-junction cell.24 Recent efforts
to produce lower-cost III–V modules have allowed penetration into previously unattainable
markets.25,26
The state-of-the-art high-performance inorganic solar cells technology is primarily pursued
using multijunction stacked tandem solar cells.27 Using materials with different bandgaps that
overlap with the visible and near-IR solar spectral region leads to the absorption of photons over
a wide range of energies with a small loss of photon-to-electrical energy conversion, thereby
overcoming the Shockley–Queisser limit. Tandem structures require the development of appro-
priate absorber materials and the matching of the current density throughout all the stacked
layers. Progress has been made using primarily III–V multijunction tandem cells with record
efficiencies of 44.4% under concentration (302 Suns) for InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs solar multijunc-
tion cells.27 Recent work has reported the superior lasing characteristics of GaInNAs quantum
well lasers with very low threshold.28–30 By taking advantage of this progress, the integration of
III–V multijunction cells with GaInNAs-containing alloys as one of the cell materials has
enabled a record PCE of 43.5%.31 Other materials including InGaN32 and InN33 are currently
being pursued, while others such as GaAsBi34 are being considered for multijunction solar cells.
One way of improving the cost-effectiveness of these very expensive but highly efficient solar
cells is to use a concentrator, i.e., to harvest light over a large area but deliver it to small but very
efficient solar cells35 (e.g., planar Fresnel lenses36).
Another recent development deals with the application of various nanostructures to produce
novel architectures for solar cells and, in some cases, to take advantage of new energy conversion
physics. If classes of nanostructures are considered by their dimensionality, zero-dimensional
quantum dots (QDs) have been applied to building new solar cell architectures that utilize quan-
tum confinement in unique ways. For example, Green et al.37 have proposed an all-silicon QD
tandem device and are making progress toward the fabrication of such structures.38 QDs have
also been applied as novel photonic coatings that take advantage of either up- or downconversion
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of portions of the solar energy spectrum in order to more effectively use bands that are lost due to
thermalization or due to being sub-bandgap (and hence not absorbed).39 One-dimensional (1-D)
nanostructures, such as inorganic nanowires and carbon nanotubes, have also been explored in
various novel device architectures. For example, silicon nanowires and III–V nanowire solar
cells have been demonstrated40–42 and show promise for producing low-cost, high-efficiency,
flexible solar cells.43 Two-dimensional (2-D) quantum well nanostructures have been employed
to convert near-IR photons and, hence, boost the efficiency of III–V solar cells.44 Finally,
three-dimensional inorganic nanoarchitectures have been fabricated and show promising cell
performance.45
2.1.2 Organic and hybrid solar cells
As depicted in Fig. 2 and discussed above, PV cells based on crystalline inorganic semicon-
ductors have reached impressive PCEs of > 28% in single-junction and 38% in multijunction
device architectures under full-sun illumination.46 However, this class of PV cells suffers from
high production and energy costs, which result in long financial and energy payback times.47
This drawback has fostered the development of a new generation of solution-processable solar
cells,48–50 which benefit from low-cost materials (e.g., organic molecular and polymeric materi-
als), high-throughput manufacturing methods, such as reel-to-reel coating, and low-energy
expenditure.51 This new class of PVs is referred to as emerging PV cells and can be categorized
according to the materials used and mechanisms invoked: PEC or dye-sensitized solar cells
(DSSCs), organic (molecular and polymer) solar cells, hybrid organic–inorganic solar cells, and
QD solar cells. An overview of these emerging and promising technologies is given with the best
cell PCEs achieved so far appearing at the bottom right of the NREL chart shown in Fig. 2. Since
they are relatively new compared to their inorganic counterparts, it is not surprising that their
efficiencies are much lower than those of the most established inorganic solar cells. However,
the slope of their PCEs has been quite steep over the last few years, especially for the promising
PV technology based on organic–inorganic hybrid materials (e.g., perovskites).
DSSCs, also known as PEC cells, were the first emerging PV technology to reach acceptable
efficiency values. Consequently, DSSC research has initially attracted the largest number
of researchers and the largest amount of industry cooperation, as well as the largest number
of solar panel prototypes and related products. Since the first demonstration in 1991 by
O’Regan and Graetzel,52 and after two decades of research and development, DSSCs with
an iodine/tri-iodide (I−∕I3−) liquid electrolyte have achieved light to electric PCEs of > 11%
using ruthenium dyes,53 > 12% based on zinc porphyrin dyes,54 and > 10% based on metal-free
organic dyes.55 Recently, through the molecular engineering of zinc porphyrin sensitizers,
Grätzel and coworkers have reported solar cells with 13% PCE. The new sensitizers feature
the prototypical structure of a donor–π-bridge–acceptor, maximize electrolyte compatibility,
and improve light-harvesting properties.56 Using SM315 dye with the cobalt (II/III) redox
shuttle resulted in DSSCs that exhibit a high open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 0.91 V, short-circuit
current density (JSC) of 18.1 mA cm−2, and a fill factor (FF) of 0.78. However, there are several
problems that limit the mass production and long-term stability of such devices, such as leakage
and evaporation of the liquid electrolyte, and corrosion of the metal-based current collectors
(silver, copper, etc.) by iodine. As a result, substantial effort has been made to find alternative
electrolytes and/or introduce new concepts to develop electrolyte-free DSSCs. In solid-state
DSSCs (ss-DSSCs), the liquid electrolyte is entirely replaced by a solid organic hole transport
material (HTM). For the solid-state version (ss-DSSC), PCEs > 20% have been predicted,57
using low-cost materials,58 low temperature processing (< 150°C), and reel-to-reel fabrication
methods.59,60
Organic (molecular and polymeric) solar cells represent another and different category in
the class of emerging PVs. These solid-state devices have attracted a lot of attention in the
last 20 years as one of the most promising technologies for low-cost solar energy conversion.
A key difference from their inorganic semiconductor counterparts results from their low dielec-
tric constant and gives rise to strongly bound upon solar light absorption at room temperature.
A chemical potential is required between the hole (p-type) transporter/electron donor and the
electron (n-type) transporter/acceptor in order to separate the photogenerated carrier charges and
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often involves the use of a strong electron acceptor. One subclass of these devices is based on a
light-harvesting material that consists of a mixture of a conjugated polymer as the p-type material
or hole transporter/electron donor and a fullerene derivative as the n-type material or electron
transporter/acceptor. The operating mechanism in these organic solar cells, discovered in the
mid-1990s by Sariciftci et al.,61 is based on photoinduced electron transfer from a conducting
polymer such as a poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) derivative to a fullerene derivative. This
finding opened up a very rich and intensive research field involving the synthesis of new con-
jugated polymers and copolymers with low-bandgap and high charge carrier mobilities, novel
fullerene derivatives with better solubility, morphology control of the active light-harvesting
layer, and different solar cell configurations. In particular, the so-called bulk heterojunction
(BHJ) in which the donor and acceptor are mixed together is most widely used because it enables
efficient charge generation even in materials with very limited exciton diffusion length. Further
refinements included novel contact materials aiming to give better interfaces for electron and
hole collection, and the investigation of ground and excited states to understand the complex
mechanisms involving exciton formation and diffusion, charge-transfer state formation and
separation followed by charge transport and collection.
Organic solar cells with BHJ architectures using conducting polymers and fullerene mole-
cules are by far the most studied,62,63 achieving PCEs close to 10% using one polymer as an
absorber (i.e., single-junction devices), in both regular and inverted device structures.64–67 The
chemical nature of the electron donor polymers has evolved from simple structures, such as PPV
and poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), to more complex copolymers specially designed to have
both electron donor and acceptor groups in their structures in order to reduce their bandgap. One
example is the newly synthesized narrow-bandgap semiconducting polymer poly [[2,6′-4,8-di(5-
ethylhexylthienyl)benzo[1,2-b;3,3-b] dithiophene] [3-fluoro-2[(2-ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno
[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]], which when used in the light-harvesting layer led to a very efficient
cell that delivered a certified PCE of 9.94%.67 Recently, Yang and coworkers have fabricated
a multijunction solar cell having a PCE exceeding 11%, suggesting great potential for tandem
architectures in organic photovoltaic (OPV) research68 (see Fig. 3).
Small molecules offer some advantages over conducting polymers, such as synthetic flex-
ibility, ease of purification, less batch-to-batch variation in properties, higher hole and electron
mobilities in some cases, and intrinsic monodispersity. Efficient molecular BHJ solar cells
have recently been reported in which merocyanine dyes, squaraine dyes, fused acenes, triphenyl-
amine, benzofuran benzothiadiazole, diketopyrrolopyrrole, benzodithiophene, and other chro-
mophores, such as oligothiophenes and push-pull organic dyes, have been employed as the
Fig. 3 (a) J − V characteristics and (b) action spectra, external quantum efficiency as a function of
wavelength, for single-junction photovoltaic (PV) cells based on poly(3-hexylthiophene):ICBA,
PTB:[6,6]-phenyl-C71 butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM), and LBG∶PC71BM as the active light-
harvesting layers. (c) J − V characteristics and (d) device configurations (front subcell/back
subcell) of inverted double-junction tandem OPVs. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. 68
© 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.)
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light-harvesting donor components.69–71 State-of-the-art OPV devices achieved PCEs up to
10%.72–75 Recently, molecular OPVs based on oligothiophenes with five thiophene units in
the backbone and 2-(1,1-dicyanomethylene)rhodanine as end capping units exhibited a PCE
of 10%.76
State-of-the-art solution-processed devices generally rely on the BHJ of polymer electron
donors and fullerene electron acceptors.77 Fullerene derivatives, such as [6,6]-phenyl-C61 butyric
acid methyl ester (PC61BM) and [6,6]-phenyl-C71 butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM),
have played a leading role as electron acceptor materials; however, they suffer from poor
absorption in the visible and near-IR regions. Recently, nonfullerene electron-accepting chro-
mophores, such as perylene diimide, naphthalene diimide, vinazene, fluoranthene-fused imide,
benzothiadiazole, rhodanine, and diketopyrrolopyrrole, have been incorporated with success in
BHJ molecular and polymeric solar cells.78–84 So far, state-of-the-art BHJ devices based on
nonfullerene acceptors have shown PCE up to 6%.84
Hybrid organic–inorganic solar cells have structures similar to the cells described above
where the electron-accepting fullerenes are substituted with inorganic semiconductors (e.g.,
TiO2, ZnO, CuInS2, PbS, CdSe, and CdTe) nanoparticles.
85–88 Chalcogenide nanoparticles
with quantum confinement properties have also been considered and used as sensitizers in
DSSCs.89,90 These solar cells offer a series of advantages over the more traditional BHJ
OPVs based on the polymer/fullerene systems. Some of the expected advantages are (1) a con-
tribution to light absorption by an inorganic acceptor can lead to the generation of more photo-
carriers, due to their larger linear absorption coefficients compared to those of fullerene
derivatives; (2) the absorption of nanoparticles can be tuned to cover a broad solar spectral
range, as a result of modification of their size and shape, complementary to that of the organic
electron donor/hole transporter; (3) the physical dimensions of some inorganic semiconductors
can be tailored to produce 1-D nanostructures, to allow efficient exciton dissociation, i.e., charge
separation and electron transporting pathways simultaneously; (4) ultrafast and efficient photo-
induced charge carrier transfer between the electron acceptor (inorganic nanoparticles) and the
electron donor (the organic semiconductor); (5) the acceptors have relatively high electron
mobility; and (6) good photo- and chemical stability.91 However, to date, PCEs achieved for
hybrid organic–inorganic solar cells are significantly lower than those of OPV devices,
which is primarily due to the challenges in controlling the interface between the nanoparticles
and the polymer, and achieving a well-defined matrix with a continuous percolation network.
Furthermore, the presence of surface traps on the nanoparticles can be problematic for achieving
good charge generation and carrier transport. An efficiency of 3.5% has been achieved in a
BHJ architecture when combining CdSe nanorods and PbS QDs with different polymers.92,93
More recently, silicon and an organic polymer (e.g., P3HT) and carbon nanotubes have been
combined to give hybrid solar cells with efficiencies reaching 11%.94,95
A recent breakthrough occurred in the last couple of years with the demonstration of highly
efficient solar cells based on organic/inorganic lead halide perovskite absorbers. These light-har-
vesting organic–inorganic materials have transformed the field of organic/inorganic hybrid PV
devices.96,97 Solution processed PVs incorporating perovskite absorbers, such as CH3NH3PbI3
and CH3NH3PbI3−xClx, have achieved efficiencies of 20.1% (certified, but not stabilized) in
solid-state device configurations, surpassing liquid DSSCs, evaporated and tandem organic
solar cells, as well as various thin-film inorganic PVs, thus establishing perovskite-based
solar cells as a robust candidate for expanding the worldwide PV market. In 2009, hybrid per-
ovskites were first used in the work of Kojima et al.98 as the sensitizer (absorber) in a DSSC with
liquid electrolyte, generating only a 3.8% efficiency. The breakthrough, however, came in 2012
when the group of Snaith at the University of Oxford and the group of Grätzel at EPFL combined
the perovskite with the well-known DSSC solid-state HTM, 2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methox-
yphenyl-amine)-9,9′-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD).99,100 The Oxford group demonstrated
that a mesoporous TiO2 scaffold is not necessary and that the hybrid perovskites are able to
transport both electrons and holes. In subsequent reports, efficiency values of 15% were attained
in different systems with various morphologies, either in nanoheterojunction or planar thin-film
configurations with different chemical compositions and preparation routes.101–106 To date, effi-
ciency values exceeding 16% have been reported with two quite different configurations, using
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite in a classical solid-state DSSC and in a thin-film planar configuration
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with CH3NH3PbI3−xClx, as shown in Fig. 4.
107,108 The use of a mixed solvent of γ-butyrolactone
and dimethylsulfoxide followed by toluene drop-casting leads to solar cells with a certified PCE
of 16.2% and no reported hysteresis.109 The lack of hysteresis, which had been an obstacle for
the stable operation of perovskite devices, was observed recently using thin films of organo-
metallic perovskites with millimeter-scale crystalline grains with efficiencies close to 18%.110
Stabilization of the perovskite phase based on formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3) with meth-
ylammonium lead bromide (MAPbBr3) as the light-harvesting unit in a bilayer PV architecture
improved the PCE of the solar cell to > 18%.111 Interestingly, electron transport layer-free and
hole transport layer-free perovskite solar cells have also been reported, simplifying the device
structure, thus opening up an interesting route to low-cost production of solar cells.112–114
The excellent PCEs achieved for solar cells based on perovskites are attributed to their long
extended electron–hole diffusion length (> 1 μm),116,117 broad solar light absorption (visible to
near-IR), good solubility in organic media, and high carrier mobility. However, identifying the
basic working mechanisms, which are still being debated, improving film quality, and improving
device stability are important challenges that need to be addressed before serious consideration
for their future development and commercialization.
Colloidal QD thin-film solar cells (CQD cells), depicted in Fig. 5, are also part of the newly
emerging PV technology. These devices have the potential to reduce manufacturing costs due to
their solution processability, light weight, and being amenable to large area deposition. CQDs
can be utilized in Schottky,118,119 p–n heterojunction,120,121 hybrid BHJ,91 and as the sensitizers in
PEC solar cells.122 CQDs are nanometer-sized particles that are below the Bohr exciton radius of
the specified material. CQDs are synthesized by rapid injection of the reactant into the reaction
medium with stabilizing agents under an inert gas atmosphere. The role of the stabilizing agent,
such as oleic acid and oleylamine, is to control growth rate, particle size, and dispersion of
Fig. 5 (a) Schematic diagram and (b) cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of
a colloidal quantum dot (CQD)-based organic photovoltaic device with a PbS CQD film and
TiO2∕ZnO junction. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 118 © 2012 Macmillan Publishers,
Ltd: Nature Nanotechnology.)
Fig. 4 (a) Mesoscopic perovskite solar cell with mesoporous TiO2 layer and (b) planar structure
without a mesoporous TiO2 layer. Thin film on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) is an n-type semi-
conductor. HTM stands for hole transporting material. In the mesoscopic structure, electrons
can be collected directly and/or via TiO2 layer. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. 115
© 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.)
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the QDs. However, it may hinder the route for high-efficiency CQD-based PVs. The reduction
of the interparticle spacing and passivation of surface traps in CQDs remain as primary
challenges.
Among several candidates, PbS CQDs are of interest due to their ease of bandgap tunability
in the visible region, and their simple, high-yield synthesis. Sargent122 and McDaniel et al.123
showed that performing a hybrid ligand exchange (long organic ligands are replaced simulta-
neously by short ligands and by halide ions, e.g., CdCl2) results in efficient CQD solar cells in
a p:n configuration with metal oxides (TiO2, ZnO). The PCE was improved to 8.5% by
reducing the TiO2 thickness layer to 10 nm in order to increase the depletion width.
124 As
CQD and perovskite solar cells develop further, their environmental impact will need to be
considered, leading to a search for lead and cadmium free materials.
2.1.3 Light management in solar cells
An essential function of photonics is to optimize light coupling into PV device and to improve
light trapping within the absorbing light-harvesting layer. Since solar power converters primarily
rely on inorganic semiconductors, there is a significant discontinuity in the refractive index
between air or the encapsulant material, and the silicon or other inorganic semiconductors,
such as III–V (e.g., GaAs, InP, etc.) and II–VI (e.g., CdTe) compounds—the discontinuity
in the refractive index can be as high as 4.125 This refractive index discontinuity leads to sig-
nificant Fresnel reflection losses at the interface across the solar spectrum that can reduce the
performance (i.e., PCE and energy yield) of the solar energy conversion system. It should also be
noted that, in reality, a PV module consists not only of the semiconductor device, but also of
various protecting layers, such as glass and protective/adhesive transparent polymers, and hence,
the full module must be considered as an optical system when designing proper light-manage-
ment approaches.20,126
The most widely used photonic method for minimizing reflection losses from the semicon-
ductor surface is the single-layer or double-layer ARC.127 These coatings are typically designed
to minimize the reflection via interference of optical plane waves and consist of thin, transparent
films of silicon nitride, silicon oxide, titanium oxide, and other similar compounds. Of course, it
is possible to design more advanced multilayered ARCs to further minimize reflection losses;
however, for solar PVapplications, this is typically too costly to implement. It is noted that such
ARCs are deployed directly on the active solar cell and are then embedded within the polymer
adhesive used to bind the protective glass cover for the solar module. Note that the glass itself,
being a dielectric in the UV to near-IR portion of the solar spectrum, has a much lower refractive
index than silicon, and hence, the outer module reflection loss is lower, i.e., ca. 4% reflection
loss. Nevertheless, in recent years, glass manufacturers have also started to implement ARCs on
the outer surface of the module, which, of course, provides additional requirements on the
durability of the coating from mechanical handling during manufacturing and installation to
environmental effects in the field, such as erosion.128
As the solar industry expanded rapidly in the last decade, it became apparent that thin-film
ARCs have limitations with regard to their performance. This has to do with the fact that the
reflection is often minimized for only a select region of the solar spectrum and also has a strong
dependence on the angle of incidence. The surface reflectance increases rapidly as sunlight goes
from normal incidence to high angles that arise during the morning and evening hours, which can
lead to significant (up to ca. 30%) energy production losses.129 One solution is to have an active
system that tracks the sun (see Sec. 2.4.1), but such systems are expensive and complicated, so
passive systems that reduce these losses are of considerable interest. In recent years, the appli-
cation of nanostructured surfaces (e.g., micro- or nanopillars or nanowires) that can be used to
minimize reflection across the full solar spectrum and also up to high angles has been explored to
address this problem.130,131 These structures typically produce a graded effective refractive index
that leads to an ultralow, broadband reflection that is also omnidirectional; hence, these struc-
tures have been categorized as being omnidirectional antireflective (ODAR) layers.132 A related
concept has been to develop ODAR layers that can also act as downconverting layers, hence
better optimizing the spectrum that the semiconductor absorbs to avoid thermalization losses
when high-energy photons are absorbed.133
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Indeed, downconversion is part of a broader light-management strategy being investigated by
researchers worldwide to more effectively utilize the solar spectrum. High-energy (short wave-
length) photons lead to thermalization losses when charge carriers are excited above the con-
duction band edge. Alternatively, low-energy photons (long wavelengths) are not absorbed by
the semiconductor and, hence, also lead to losses with respect to what the PCE of the solar cell
could be if these photons were properly utilized. Calculations have shown that the limiting effi-
ciency of a single-junction solar cell could go from 30.9% to 39.6% using a downconverting (or
so-called quantum cutting) layer on the surface of the solar cell, whereas using an upconverting
layer on the backside of the solar cell can increase the limiting efficiency (under 1 Sun illumi-
nation) to 47.6%.134,135 Research has focused on developing new optically active materials that
can achieve up- or downconversion (e.g., QDs).38,136
In addition to minimizing surface and interface reflections, light-trapping methods have
become important as the light-harvesting active layers have become thinner over the past
few decades (thicknesses are approaching a few tens of microns for silicon-based solar cells;
are on the order of a micron or less for thin-film inorganic solar cells; and are in the region of
10 to 100 nm for organic solar cells). When the semiconductor active layers become thinner,
material costs are reduced and, in some cases, the electrical properties are improved (e.g., due to
reduced bulk electron–hole recombination). However, the optical density of the active layer is
reduced and in-coupled solar radiation may not be fully absorbed during the first (or second) pass
of light through the material. Therefore, methods to trap or increase the path length of light
within the semiconductor layer have been developed to increase the effective optical density
of the material.137,138 The use of highly reflective back electrodes, textured back reflectors or
electrodes, and textured semiconductor surfaces has been found to improve light trapping
and, hence, the PCE in a host of PV devices. However, there is a limit (known as the ergodic
or light-trapping limit) to the number of passes that light can take within a thin-film active layer
using textured surfaces or back reflectors, which is proportional to 4n2.139,140 Approaches have
been demonstrated that break this limit over relatively narrow wavelength ranges using photonic
crystals (PCs), dielectric micro and nanostructures, and other photonic and plasmonic nanostruc-
tures.141 For light trapping over the broad solar spectrum in thin-film PVs, texturing of back
reflectors and semiconductor surfaces is still the most practical approach. Besides light trapping,
for semiconductor materials with fast radiative recombination rates [high internal quantum effi-
ciencies (QEs)], such as GaAs, photon recycling by means of highly reflective back electrodes
and controlling interference effects within the active layer have enabled record single-junction
solar cell PCEs.26,142,143
With the development of thin-film optoelectronic devices that have active layer thicknesses
below the diffraction limit (i.e., < ∼300 nm); such as small molecule and polymeric OPVs in
which the active light harvesting layer thickness ranges from ∼10 to 40 nm and up to ∼250 nm,
respectively, light-management techniques using nanophotonic structures, particularly metallic
plasmonic structures, have emerged.144–156 Metal nanoparticles and structured metallic thin films
can localize incident light to subwavelength dimensions due to the excitation of surface plas-
mons—collective electron oscillations of the free electrons at the surface of metals. However, for
such effects to be strong, the metals must exhibit weak intra and interband electronic absorption
losses. Therefore, noble metals are typically used for subwavelength thin-film light management
using plasmonics. However, even noble metals behave as nonideal metals at optical frequencies;
therefore, parasitic absorption loss is always present to some degree. Despite these losses, well-
designed plasmonic nanostructures can greatly improve light harvesting for a range of energy
applications that employ very thin layers or small absorber material volumes.
For example, arrays of discrete plasmonic nanoparticles and nanoantennas have been shown
to effectively harvest and localize incident light within semiconductor thin films and, therefore,
improve light absorption and electron–hole pair generation rate at the nanoscale. Far-field scat-
tering by such nanostructures placed on top of or within thin-film PV devices have been shown to
improve short-circuit current densities by ∼20% to 70% (compared to analogous devices without
the plasmonic nanostructures) through the increased effective path length of incident solar radi-
ation with the semiconductor absorber layer.145–151 Optimization of the albedo (ratio of scattering
crosssection to extinction cross-section), location, degree of shadowing, and shape of the nano-
structures is typically required to achieve significant improvements in short-circuit current
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density. In addition to far-field scattering, near-field localization or trapping of incident light into
guided surface plasmon polariton modes at the metal/semiconductor interface using nanostruc-
tured metal electrodes, such as nanotextured or nanopatterned metal thin films and metasurfaces,
is also of interest for increasing the effective absorption depth of semiconductor thin films.
Additionally, (semi)transparent metal nanowire arrays and nanohole arrays can both facilitate
light trapping and in-coupling to guided surface plasmon polariton modes and also act as trans-
parent electrodes.148,157–161 Near-field localization using the aforementioned structures and using
plasmonic nanoantenna structures has also been found to increase the generation rate of elec-
tron–hole pairs, which can lead to increased PCE in thin-film PV devices. More recently, photo-
sensitization of wide-bandgap semiconductors and generation and collection of hot electrons on
plasmonic nanostructures were shown to be an alternative means to harvest solar energy for
applications in PVs, photocatalysis, and solar-to-fuel energy conversion.152,162–164 Plasmonic
absorber materials have also been considered for light harvesting without the need for semicon-
ductor materials.165,166
2.2 Solar Light Harvesting and Thermal Energy Conversion
An important alternative to converting sunlight to electricity is to harvest the thermal energy
directly where photonics also plays an important role. One simple application involves the
use of concentrated solar power, where sunlight is focused onto long pipes coated with an opti-
cally absorbing material and filled with a high-thermal capacity fluid, which is used to drive
a turbine.167,168 From a photonics perspective, the emphasis has been on the development of
advanced coatings with high absorption coefficients in the UV to the IR solar spectral region,
which included the development of carbon nanotube and metallic nanowire arrays,169,170 as well
as PCs,171 with the goal to create nearly perfect black absorbers. The solar thermal concept
has also been applied to a vertical configuration in which a circular array of mirrors is used
to concentrate reflected sunlight onto a solar tower that uses heat to generate electricity.172
More commonly, sunlight is widely used (without concentration) for domestic water heating.
The progress made in solar PVs has enabled relatively efficient conversion of solar photons
into electrons for electricity generation. In addition, it has opened up an interesting alternative
way of converting thermal energy into electrical energy, namely thermophotovoltaics (TPVs).
The basic principle of a TPV system, illustrated in Fig. 6, lies in heat supplied to an emitter
leading to the emission of thermal radiation (photons). Thermally generated photons of sufficient
energy are then absorbed in the TPV cell leading to the generation of electrons and holes, just as
in a conventional PV device.173 A filter/reflector is used to transmit only photons of energy
greater than the bandgap of the TPV cell and reflect lower-energy photons back onto the emitter
so that their heat is recycled. The design of such a system involves optimizing three key com-
ponents, where the first one is the heat source, which serves as the thermal blackbody radiation
emitter. By identifying the temperature of the emitter, the peak wavelength of the blackbody
radiation can be obtained, which in turn defines the choice of the semiconductor for the
TPV cell. The filter/reflector needs to be designed to match the spectral properties of the emitter
DC power
Emitter Filter / reflector TPV cell
Waste heatHeat
Fig. 6 Schematic of thermophotovoltaic systems including emitters, filter, and absorber PV
materials.
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and the TPV cell. This is achieved using PCs or multilayer structures where one can design
a long-pass filter with precise sets of cut-off wavelengths.
The key applications of TPVs include the space station, cars, and heavy industries. The ther-
mal radiation of interest has a temperature operation around 1000 to 1500 K, which corresponds
to cut-off wavelengths of ∼2 to 3 μm. For ensuring the stability of the emitters, the TPVemitters
are commonly based on rare earth oxides, silicon carbide, and tungsten. In order to harness the
thermal energy, the materials of interest for the TPV devices are based on inorganic semicon-
ductors, such as Si and III–Valloys. More specifically, the use of GaSb and InGaAsSb is of great
interest since their bandgaps can be tuned over the wavelength range of interest.174 Such state-of-
the-art materials (e.g., GaSb) are used with antireflection-coated tungsten foil on alumina design
for the emitter in TPVs with an electrical efficiency of 10.6%.175 Progress in GaSb and
InGaAsSb lasers176 has also fueled tremendous improvement in the quality of materials relevant
to the TPV applications. In addition, recent work on both dilute-nitride and dilute-SbN material
systems has shown promise to push into the wavelength regime for TPV,177–180 where the use of
dilute-bismuthide materials as absorbers in the 2 to 3 μm spectral region has shown promise.181
For the emitter, a 2-D tantalum PC has been used, and an electrical efficiency up to 16% is
predicted.182 Another approach employs a graded-index tungsten emitter structure to enhance
the spectral efficiency in the solar TPV system.183 Future advances will result from the develop-
ment of materials and the structure design of the emitters, filters, and PV cells to optimize the
radiant efficiency and spectral and infra-red photon to electron conversion efficiencies of the PV
cells in the TPV systems.
Thermoelectric materials offer an alternative approach to harness thermal energy by conver-
sion of heat into electricity using the Seebeck effect.184 Recent work has focused on nanostruc-
tures and alloys to improve the thermal energy conversion in thermoelectric systems.185–189
2.3 Solar Light Harvesting, Chemical Energy Conversion and
Fuel Generation
Research on solar fuels accelerated dramatically when Fujishima and Honda190 demonstrated
that water photochemically splits into hydrogen and oxygen at titanium dioxide (TiO2) photo-
electrodes illuminated with sunlight. The findings presented both enormous opportunities and
challenges: TiO2 is both cheap and chemically durable, making it appealing as a photocatalyst
and photoelectrode material, but the efficiency of sunlight-driven water splitting at unmodified
TiO2 is poor. The two most common polymorphs of TiO2, rutile and anatase, both require
excitation with ultraviolet (UV) light to create excited state electron–hole pairs that drive
photochemical reactions (Fig. 7). UV light comprises < 5% of the terrestrial solar spectrum.
Immeasurable effort has been exerted to improve the utilization of both UV and visible light
Fig. 7 Schematic representation of photocatalysis at (a) dispersed semiconductor materials; and
(b) in a photoelectrochemical water-splitting cell.
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by sensitizing TiO2 with dyes, atomic dopants, plasmonic metal nanoparticles, and semiconduc-
tor nanocrystals, as well as by rendering it as high surface area nanostructured materials and
nanoparticles.191–193 Visible light active photocatalysts derived from semiconductors with
narrower bandgaps have also been extensively investigated.194–196
Photocatalysis at dispersed semiconductor powders [Fig. 7(a)] or semiconductor photoelectr-
odes [Fig. 7(b)] requires that the semiconductor absorbs a sufficiently energetic photon to pro-
mote an electron from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB) of the semiconductor
(step 1). After creation of the electron–hole pair, the CB electron and VB hole must each diffuse
to the semiconductor surface (step 2) before the electron–hole pairs relax via recombination
pathways, removing them from the photochemical process (step 3).
Upon reaching the semiconductor surface, the electron and hole react (step 4) to reduce the
electron acceptor molecules (A) and oxidize the electron donor molecules (D). In photocatalytic
water splitting, H2O acts as the electron donor and is split into oxygen and protons (Hþ),
while transferring the electrons to the semiconductor [Eq. (1)]. Protons are reduced by the
CB electrons of the semiconductor to yield molecular hydrogen [Eq. (2)]:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;5562H2O → 4Hþ þ 4e− þ O2; (1)
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;524 Hþ þ 4e− → 2H2: (2)
Several recent reviews extensively describe the various approaches to achieving photocata-
lytic water splitting.197–205 Because both the photocatalytic oxidation step [Eq. (1)] and reduction
step [Eq. (2)] are catalytically challenging in pure water, the activity of new oxidation or reduc-
tion cocatalysts (typically either catalytic noble metal nanoparticles or molecules attached to the
semiconductor surface) for the individual half reactions are typically studied in isolation. To
evaluate hydrogen generation kinetics [Eq. (2)], an easily oxidized sacrificial electron donor,
such as methanol, is often added to the reaction to remove the kinetic bottleneck comprising
water oxidation [Eq. (1)]; when evaluating oxidative water splitting, an electron acceptor is
added to the reaction to remove the effects of slow hydrogen generation kinetics, especially in
neutral or basic conditions, when proton concentration is low.
Typical values for apparent QE for H2-generation via visible light driven photocatalytic split-
ting of H2O are < 1%,
197 with the notable exception of the work by Domen and coworkers, who
report QE of 2.5% with gallium nitride/zinc oxide modified with rhodium chromate,206 and zinc-
germanium oxynitride semiconductor materials modified with ruthenium oxide207 cocatalysts.
The reason that photocatalytic efficiency for water splitting in pure H2O using visible light
remains generally poor is that very few photocatalysts perform all of the steps depicted in
Fig. 7 well enough to successfully execute the entire process efficiently.
2.3.1 Tandem photoelectrochemical/photovoltaic devices for water splitting
The often orthogonal requirements for good light-harvesting efficiency, charge separation, and
catalytic reaction efficiency suggest that unburdening the catalytic material from at least one of
these steps could enable solar fuel processes to run more efficiently. Khaselev and Turner208
developed a tandem PEC/PV system that separated the light harvesting and photovoltage gen-
eration from the catalytic water oxidation processes (while still driving reductive hydrogen gen-
eration at the photoelectrode). The energy efficiency for H2-generation under simulated
sunlight—defined as the ratio of the energy value of H2 produced to the total energy of absorbed
light—was 12.4%. The practical drawback of their device (Fig. 8) is that the PVelement was an
expensive, epitaxially grown n–p–n GaAs/GaAs/GaInP device. In the same year, Rocheleau
et al.209 described a tandem PEC/PV system using cheaper amorphous silicon as the active
material in the triple-junction PV and reported solar-to-H2 efficiencies of 7.5% to 7.8%.
Very recently, Cox et al.210 demonstrated 10% solar-to-H2 efficiency with tandem PEC/PV devi-
ces using inexpensive commercial solar cells based on crystalline Si on the PV side and low-cost
hydrogen and oxygen generation catalysts in the PEC. This tandem approach coupled with state-
of-the-art nonprecious catalyst materials has been dubbed the artificial leaf.211
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Given the much higher efficiencies for solar H2-generation from water achieved at tandem
PEC/PV devices (> 10% solar-to-H2 energy efficiency under simulated sunlight) compared to
those measured for dispersed photocatalysts illuminated with visible light (typically < 1% QE,
which translates into still lower solar-to-H2 energy efficiency), the question arises as to whether
solar fuels photochemistry at dispersed photocatalysts has already lost the technological race. As
the price of PV devices decreases, the tandem approach becomes increasingly attractive.
However, dispersed semiconductor nanomaterials can separate electrons and holes extremely
rapidly, and if durable, cost-effective means of improving the efficiency of the cheapest semi-
conductor photocatalyst materials, such as TiO2 and iron oxides, are discovered, dispersed pho-
tocatalytic materials could conceivably emerge as the more cost-effective technologies.
2.3.2 Liquid fuel production via photocatalytic CO2 reduction
While the recent advances in H2-generation photocatalysis are tremendously important, the
infrastructure for storing and using H2 as a use-flexible fuel supply still does not exist. In
the near term, liquid fuels will continue to comprise a substantial portion of the world fuel sup-
ply, particularly in the transportation sector. The photocatalytic reduction of CO2 to fuels and
fuel precursors is still more difficult than photocatalytic water splitting. The photochemistry
follows the same general pathway outlined in Fig. 7(a), with the final reduction step [Fig. 7(a),
step 4a] being the slow, inefficient reduction of CO2 to the most desired products, either CH4 or
CH3OH. Side products—wanted or unwanted—typically include a mixture of H2, CO, and
Fig. 8 (a) Schematic of the monolithic PEC/PV device. (b) Idealized energy level diagram for
the monolithic PEC/PV photoelectrolysis device. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. 208.
Copyright AAAS.)
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HCOOH. If photocatalytic CO2 reduction is also truly to be carbon-neutral, the initial oxidation
chemistry (step 4b) should use H2O as the electron donor. In short, photocatalytic CO2 reduction
involves all of the difficult steps of photocatalytic water splitting, with a particularly onerous
reduction step added at the end of the catalytic process.
Like catalysts for photochemical water splitting, photocatalytic CO2 reduction and semicon-
ductor-based photocatalysts have been extensively reviewed in the past few years.212–217
Considerable effort has been focused on both TiO2-based photocatalysts
212,216 and on alternative
semiconductors to TiO2.
214 An impressive QE for photocatalytic CO2 reduction has been
achieved when using UV light: Inoue et al.218 reported 32.5% QE for the reduction of CO2 in
aqueous bicarbonate to HCOOH at Cd-modified ZnS microcrystals illuminated at 280 nm;
Tseng and coworkers achieved QE of 10% for photoreduction of CO2 at sol–gel derived
Cu-modified TiO2 illuminated at 254 nm in aqueous base;
219 while Slamet et al.220 reported
photocatalytic reduction of CO2 to CH3OH at UV-illuminated copper oxide doped TiO2 nano-
crystals in aqueous bicarbonate with QE ¼ 19.2%. Visible light photocatalytic CO2 reduction is
still considerably less efficient: Sato et al.221 reported 1.9% QE for photocatalytic conversion of
CO2 to mixtures of CO, HCOOH, and H2 at nitrogen-doped Ta2O5 modified with ruthenium
polypyridyl cocatalysts. Typical QEs for the photocatalytic reduction of CO2 to CH3OH and
CH4 using visible light are even lower: ∼0.02% to 0.2%.222–224 Though the efficiencies achieved
with visible light illumination are low, the high QE achieved under UV light suggests that the
CO2 reduction bottleneck in the catalytic cycle is not necessarily prohibitive to making visible
light photocatalytic CO2 reduction technologically viable. As is the case with visible light
photocatalytic water splitting, the success of the CO2 pathway will strongly depend on the right
semiconductor design or sensitization scheme to efficiently produce reactive electron–hole
pairs under visible illumination.
2.3.3 Application of nanophotonics to solar fuels photocatalysis:
photonic crystals for enhanced light harvesting
Research in the past decade has demonstrated that photocatalytic materials either incorporated
into or expressed directly as PCs are ∼2× to 3× more active than the standard nanostructured
forms of the same materials, regardless of the choice of semiconductor photocatalyst. Several
illustrative examples will be specifically described below. PCs are periodic structures with alter-
nating phases of high- and low refractive index materials in one, two, or three dimensions.225–228
Radiation of wavelengths comparable to the PC feature dimensions is diffracted according to a
modified version of Bragg’s law (fitted to the geometry and refractive indices of the phases in the
PC). The most strongly diffracted wavelengths cannot propagate in the PC structure; the wave-
length at the center of this distribution is known as the stop band, or photonic bandgap. PCs
enhance light absorption in the semiconductor via the slow photon effect. Photons with energies
slightly higher and lower than the stop band are substantially slowed, with light frequencies
at the low-energy (red) edge of the stop band localized and multiply scattered in the higher
dielectric part of the PC; those at the high-energy (blue) edge are multiply scattered within
the low-index portion.229 In semiconductor photocatalysis, the slow photon effect enables greater
interaction of the slowed photons with the semiconductor or sensitizer, improving the probability
of their absorption.
The most frequently applied PC geometry in photocatalysis, depicted in Fig. 9, is the inverse
opal,230 which is relatively simple to fabricate and allows control of feature dimensions, enabling
tuning of the stop band. Inverse opals are commonly synthesized by infiltrating a colloidal array
of carboxylate-modified polystyrene spheres with metal oxide precursor solutions followed by
subsequent removal of the colloidal array and calcination.231–233
2.3.4 Hydrogen generation by photocatalysis at TiO2 photonic crystals
Liu et al.235 employed a series of TiO2 PC films modified with Pt nanoparticles with stop bands
ranging from 307 to 434 nm in photocatalytic hydrogen generation experiments and observed
enhancement of photocatalytic activity relative to Pt∕TiO2 control materials that were not
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incorporated into PC structures. The largest enhancement factors (EFs) under white light illu-
mination occurred for PC films with stop bands of 307 nm (EF ¼ 2.4) and 342 nm (EF ¼ 2.5).
Semiconductor photocatalysts sensitized to visible light are also readily adaptable for PC-based
enhancement of photocatalytic activity. For example, modification of TiO2 with surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) active gold (Au) nanoparticles has recently emerged as a viable strategy for
enhancing visible light absorption.236–239 PEC water splitting at TiO2 PCs modified with 10-nm
Au nanoparticles was enhanced by a factor of 2 relative to Au-modified nanocrystalline
(but nonphotonic) TiO2 films.
240 Alternative materials to TiO2 for photocatalytic water split-
ting194–196 also benefit from PC-enabled improvement of light utilization. The inverse opal
PC design has been applied to photocatalytic iron oxides,241 tungsten oxide,242,243 and binary
oxides.234,244,245 Enhancement of water-splitting photocatalytic activity is consistently two to
three times higher than that of the non-PC control materials.
Light-scattering structures more complex than inverse opals also enhance water-splitting
photocatalysis. Because the more complex structures are imperfectly periodic or aperiodic
over the length of the light scattering layer, photocatalytic enhancement derives from disorgan-
ized internal scattering of photons rather than by slow photon effects. Templated TiO2 replicas of
butterfly wings, modified with Pt nanoparticles and featuring semiordered arrays of holes and
inverted ridges, enhanced photocatalytic water splitting 2.3× compared to that at nonphotonic
Pt-modified TiO2.
246 Similarly, porous TiO2 structures templated from leaves exhibited
enhanced light absorption and H2-generation enhancement.
247
2.4 Optical and Photonic Sensors for Energy Harvesting and Power Production
Optical and photonic sensors are commonplace for a wide variety of applications in the broad
field of energy. In this section, their specific use in three very different applications relating to
energy harvesting and the production of power will be presented, namely solar thermal and
PV systems, the oil and gas industries, and wind turbines.
Fig. 9 SEM of (a) colloidal crystal template of polystyrene spheres (200 nm) and (b) three-dimen-
sional ordered macromesoporous architecture of Mo∶BiVO4. (Reproduced with permission from
Ref. 234. Copyright ACS.)
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2.4.1 Sun-tracking systems
The output power of solar thermal and PV systems can be maximized by the use of sun-tracking
systems, defined as electromechanical devices for orienting the solar energy systems toward the
sun. Given that the diurnal and seasonal movement of the earth affects the radiation intensity on
any solar energy system,248 sun-tracking devices are used to determine with a high degree of
accuracy the position of the sun throughout the course of the day on a yearly basis. As such, sun
trackers are in charge of moving the solar energy systems to compensate for the motion of
the earth, aiming at keeping the best orientation relative to the sun, i.e., perpendicular to
solar radiation. The use of sun trackers has the potential to increase the collected energy by
10% to 100%, depending on many factors including the time of the year and the geographical
position. In the particular case of concentrator applications for PVs and solar thermal applica-
tions, tracking systems are essential because concentrators do not produce energy unless pointed
at the sun.
Solar tracking can be active or passive and can be implemented as one- or two-axis sys-
tems.249 Single-axis trackers follow the sun’s apparent east-to-west movement, while dual-axis
trackers also tilt the solar collector or module to follow the sun’s altitude angle.250 Figure 10(a)
shows schematic diagrams of the operation of single- and dual-axis tracking systems, while
Fig. 10(b) illustrates a prototype of a dual-axis tracking system, comprising two stepper motors,
a control circuit board and drivers, reducing gears, a sun positioning device (photodiode array),
a global positioning system module, and fibers. Commercially, tracking systems are
available in either a single-axis or a dual-axis design.
Active trackers can be classified as either open-loop or closed-loop types,249 depending
on their mode of signal operation. Succinctly, an open-loop type of controller computes its
input into a system using only the current state and the algorithm of the system and without
using feedback to determine if its input has achieved the desired goal (i.e., algorithm-based).
Closed-loop types of sun-tracking systems are based on feedback control principles. In these
systems, a number of inputs are transferred to a controller from sensors, which detect relevant
parameters induced by the sun, manipulated in the controller and then yield outputs (i.e.,
sensor-based).
Fig. 10 Schematic diagrams of different solar trackers: (a) dual-axis tracker, (b) polar aligned sin-
gle-axis tracker, and (c) horizontal single-axis tracker. (Reproduced from Ref. 251). Lower panel:
Prototype of a dual-axis sun tracking system and concentrated sunlight transmission system via
fibers. (Reproduced from Ref. 252.)
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In the particular case of light-sensing trackers, these typically have two or more light-sensing
devices configured differentially so that they output a null when receiving the same light flux.
Photodiodes, photoresistors, and pyranometers are widely employed as light-sensing devices.253
Practical requirements for these systems include accurate position/angle determination, long life,
operability in remote locations and extreme environments, and wireless connectivity.
2.4.2 Oil and gas industries
The oil and gas industries are constantly making measurements under extreme temperatures
and pressures. Additionally, development and exploitation of oil and gas resources in increas-
ingly difficult operating environments, including deep sea water, raises many technical
challenges.
Real-time, permanent wellbore and reservoir monitoring is a critical technology for assuring
safety and maximizing profitability of these fields.254 In this regard, during the past years, elec-
tronic sensors have been slowly replaced by optical sensors which perform well under these
extreme conditions.255 They are based on recent developments in fiber optic sensing technology,
resulting in reliable alternatives to conventional electronic systems for permanent, downhole
production and reservoir monitoring. Attractive features of optical systems for oil field appli-
cations include the fact that there is no ignition hazard, the convenience of having the compli-
cated parts of the system at the surface, and the possibility of continuous and extended
monitoring of the temperature profile.256
In-well fiber optic sensors are increasingly being developed and deployed in the field for
measuring such parameters as temperature, pressure, flow rate, fluid phase fraction, and seismic
response. In distributed temperature sensing, the fiber itself is the sensor. A pulsed laser is sent
down the fiber and anti-Stokes Raman scattering is detected. The strength of the anti-Stokes
signal gives temperature information, and its timing gives depth information with 1 m preci-
sion.256 Other sensors use Bragg grating based fiber optic systems, which combine a high
level of reliability, accuracy, resolution, and stability with the ability to multiplex sensors on
a single fiber, enabling complex and multilateral wells to be fully instrumented with a single
wellhead penetration. These systems are being installed worldwide in a variety of operating
environments.
Fig. 11 Components of an in-well fiber optic monitoring system.258
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In-well fiber optic sensing systems typically consist of four subsystems as depicted in
Fig. 11: a surface instrumentation unit, wellhead outlet and surface cable, in-well cable and
connectors, and transducers in the sensor assembly. The sensor assembly consists of the actual
fiber optic sensors and transducers, as well as the rest of the required equipment to integrate the
assembly into the production tubing string. Sensing technologies based on optical fibers have
several inherent advantages that make them attractive for a wide variety of industrial applica-
tions. They are typically small in size, passive, immune to electromagnetic interference, resistant
to harsh environments, and also have a capability to perform distributed sensing. These features
mean that they are becoming a mainstream sensing technology.257
Industry tends to use fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) to monitor reservoir pressure and temper-
ature for a number of reasons. In particular, they are very stable sensors at high temperatures for
long periods of time, electrically passive, and can be used for multiparameter sensing. FBGs are
periodic perturbations that are encoded on a fiber optic core through a photo-inscription process.
The perturbations allow for multipoint sensing, implying that measurements of temperature and
pressure gradients can be taken by measuring the resonance shift of the FBG. These FBGs are
extremely robust where studies have shown a > 75% five-year survival probability. Fiber optic
based sensors can also be easily integrated into large-scale optical networks and communication
systems.
2.4.3 Light detection and ranging for wind turbines
Light detection and ranging (LIDAR) is a technique that can determine wind speed by measuring
the Doppler shift of light backscattered by aerosols (microscopic airborne particles moving with
the wind) in the atmosphere.259 It is, therefore, very useful in three ways—for surveying potential
wind farm sites, optimizing their design, and for dynamic adjustments to their operation. For
example, LIDAR can be used to increase the energy output from wind farms by accurately meas-
uring wind speeds and turbulence. More accurate prediction of conditions prior to construction,
as well as more optimal configuration of the turbines after construction are possible using remote
sensing and modeling tools at proposed wind turbine locations.
Additionally, in an already deployed wind farm, LIDAR allows the measurement of wind
conditions before they affect turbine performance. Typical commercial wind turbines operate
Fig. 12 Typical nacelle-based light detection and ranging measurement pattern. (Reprinted with
permission of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, from NREL publication.260)
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with variable speed and pitch controls. In below-rated wind speeds, the generator torque is
controlled to extract maximum power from the wind, while the blade pitch is held constant.
In above-rated wind speeds, the generator torque is held constant, while the blade pitch is
used to regulate the rotational speed of the turbine using proportional-integral control. Since
LIDAR systems can provide information regarding the approaching wind in advance, this allows
pitch actuation to occur in advance in order to mitigate wind disturbance effects. As such, turbine
control hardware can regulate the devices in order to alleviate the fatigue loading and suboptimal
performance arising from anomalous wind shear, gusts, wind veer, and turbulence.260 Accord-
ingly, control can improve the performance and fatigue life of wind turbines by enhancing
energy capture and reducing dynamic loads. Figure 12 portrays a typical LIDAR measurement
system.
3 Role of Photonics in Energy Conservation
3.1 Solid-State Lighting
Incandescent light bulbs have served society for more than 125 years. Abundant, safe, and
instantly available lighting has transformed our lives. The electromagnetic spectrum generated
from the heating of the tungsten filament in an incandescent bulb primarily covers the infrared
spectrum with a small portion in the visible region.261 The result is low efficiency, but even so,
these incandescent bulbs transformed lighting in the early part of the 20th century, and their
importance is demonstrated by their use for over a century.
The key advances for lighting technologies in the 21st century are driven primarily by
energy efficiency, color quality, and cost-effectiveness. Today, lighting accounts for ∼22% of
electricity energy consumption.262 The rising cost and demand for energy result in the need for
energy-efficient lighting technologies. Incandescent bulbs are limited by their relatively
low-energy efficiency (∼4%) and efficacy (∼20 lm∕W). Such limitations drive the need for
innovation and new approaches for more efficient lighting, while maintaining good color
rendering. The development of new electronic and photonic materials with enhanced properties,
as well as advances in nanotechnology, will lead the lighting revolution in the 21st century.
This cannot be accomplished without an improved understanding of the properties of both
inorganic and organic semiconductors and the roles they play in device architectures.
3.1.1 Progress in III–V and III-nitride semiconductor lighting technologies
The areas of inorganic-based solid-state lighting were primarily driven by both III–V compounds
and III-nitride compound semiconductors, specifically InAlGaP for red emitters263 and InGaN
for blue and green emitters.264–267 Early demonstrations of practical visible emitters were based
on the work by Holonyak and Bevacqua, and Allen and Grimmeiss resulting in the demonstra-
tion of ternary GaAsP-based LEDs.8,9 The use of blue-emitting LEDs and yellow phosphors was
required for enabling white LEDs. Significant roadblocks existed in the early development of
InGaN and GaN-based heterostructure materials and devices for blue emission. Innovation
driven by Amano et al.264 in the growth of GaN on sapphire and the p-type doping activation
in GaN by Akasaki, Amano, and Nakamura resulted in practical device technologies based on
p–n diodes for lasers and LEDs.265–267 Breakthroughs in InGaN-based blue-emitting LEDs were
awarded the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physics.6
Following on the early work on ternary GaAsP-based materials, the fields of red LEDs
shifted to InGaP/InAlGaP heterostructures for realizing practical device technologies. The
early progress in InAlGaP-based LEDs was primarily implemented in display applications.
The PCE of InAlGaP-based emitters was up to 50% for devices emitting at 610 nm. The
key approaches resulting in high brightness red-emitting InAlGaP LEDs were the introduction
of GaP transparent substrates, improved understanding in suppressing drift carrier leakage, and
die-shaping for improved light extraction efficiency. The limitations of the efficiency of red-
emitting InAlGaP LEDs were attributed to the intrinsic constraint in the crossover from a direct
bandgap to an indirect bandgap for InAlGaP materials,268 which in turn limits the maximum
band-offset achievable in InAlGaP-InGaP heterostructures. The low band-offset achievable
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in InAlGaP-InGaP increases thermally driven carrier leakage processes,269,270 which has an
impact on both the internal quantum efficiency and the current injection efficiency, in particular
at high device operating temperatures.271 Several approaches have been pursued to advance
the InAlGaP technologies, specifically the development of active regions with increased sponta-
neous emission rate for high radiative efficiency and improved heterostructures for achieving
higher current injection efficiency.
The progress in nitride-based LEDs took a relatively different route. The early demonstration
of light emission in GaN was reported by Pankove et al.272 Progress in III-nitride based semi-
conductors was limited by the challenges to grow them with low dislocation density, the need for
growing GaN-based alloys on non-native substrates, and challenges to incorporate p-type doping
in these material systems. The key developments in the early stage of InGaN-based LEDs and
lasers264–267,273,274 were driven by innovation in growth, the development of the methods to form
heterostructures, the incorporation of active dopants, and the formation of devices with both
p-type and n-type semiconductors. The later stage of the visible nitride-based technologies
was primarily driven by the device-focus and nano-oriented innovations in InGaN-based plat-
form for addressing the limitations to achieve high internal quantum efficiency emitting devices
including lasers.275–278 These advances in nitride semiconductor technologies have resulted in
worldwide mass-scale implementation of LED technology into consumer-grade applications.
Coupling with yellow phosphor, the InGaN-based LEDs resulted in white light emission
with efficacy > 300 lm∕W.279
Achieving high-efficiency and high-efficacy LEDs based on III-nitride active media is critical
in ensuring their continued success and improvement in device quality for numerous techno-
logical applications. Despite impressive advances achieved in the past decade, numerous issues
remain that need to be addressed.280,281 The internal quantum efficiency of the LEDs drops
significantly as the emission wavelength is extended into the green spectral regime and
beyond.275–278 The primary limitations are attributed to the charge separation issue in the quan-
tum wells and phase separation in a high In-content InGaN alloy. Recent work using large
overlap quantum well concepts aims to address the charge separation issue.275–278 Meanwhile,
wafer scale reduction in dislocation density has been achieved by GaN epitaxy on nanopatterned
sapphire substrates282–285 and has recently been implemented in industry.286
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Fig. 13 A schematic diagram illustrating the charge separation issue in InGaN quantum wells, and
the relevant approaches to suppress it using large overlap quantum well concept and growth along
non/semipolar orientation.
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The development of efficient green/yellow and red-emitting III-nitride based emitters
remains a key challenge for enabling monolithically integrated white LEDs, and these issues
have been targeted using new active region designs287–289 and growth along different facets,290
as shown in Fig. 13. Another important issue is addressing the drop in efficiency at high current
densities, known as efficiency droop, in InGaN-based LEDs. Several approaches based on new
barrier designs for suppressing carrier leakage have been investigated to suppress the droop,291–295
but complete suppression or removal of the droop requires suppression of Auger processes in the
active region,296–298 as indicated in Fig. 14. The need for a large-scale and cost-effective manu-
facturing process for GaN-based substrates remains the key issue for lowering the production
cost of LEDs.299 The need for a red phosphor is important for enabling improved color quality in
white LEDs.300 Scalable and cost-effective methods for achieving improved light extraction
efficiency in III-nitride LEDs are also needed.301–303
Figure 15 illustrates the rapid improvement in the efficiency and the drop in cost for LED-
based lighting technology.304 The efficiency of both red and blue LEDs has progressed tremen-
dously during the past 20 years. White light emission is usually produced by combining a blue
LED with a phosphor. The resulting phosphor-converted white LEDs are widely used, and, as
can be seen in Fig. 15, their cost ($/lumen) has fallen every year, following the trend originally
made for red LEDs. This on-going development and progress in LEDs will ensure their con-
tinued success in displacing all present day lighting technologies.
Fig. 15 Historical development of (a) wall plug efficiency of commercial red, green, blue, and
phosphor-converted white light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and (b) performance (lumen/package)
and cost ($/lumen) for commercial red and phosphor-converted white LEDs. (Reproduced
from Ref. 304.)
Fig. 14 The Auger coefficient for both interband and intraband processes in InGaN. The results,
computed by taking into consideration materials from first principle analysis, indicate the impor-
tance of the Auger effect in InGaN. (Reproduced from Ref. 296.)
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3.1.2 Progress in organic light-emitting technologies
OLEDs were first demonstrated by Tang and Vanslyke305 in the 1980s. Kido et al.306 succeeded
in incorporating red, green, and blue emitters in one device stack and demonstrated the first
broadband white emitting OLED in the 1990s. Since spin statistics dictate that the upper
bound of the internal quantum efficiency of an OLED based on fluorescent emitters is 25%,
useful applications were limited to simple displays in mobile phones and cars. In the late
1990s, Baldo et al.307 demonstrated that the limitation on the 25% upper limit of the internal
quantum efficiency can be overcome with the use of phosphorescent emitters having a heavy
central metal atom. Because of the strong spin–orbit coupling in these phosphorescent emitters,
photons can be generated via both singlet and triplet excitons, and the internal quantum effi-
ciency can reach 100%. Since the development of phosphorescent OLEDs, these devices
have been seriously considered for solid-state lighting applications.308,309 Today, white
OLEDs with efficiencies up to 100 lm∕W and color rendering indices close to 90% have
been demonstrated by companies such as LG Chemical and Konica Minolta, and OLED lighting
products have been introduced in the market place in the last couple years.310,311
White OLEDs are typically devices with multiple emitters in a device stack. As shown in
Fig. 16(a), a white OLED has the following device architecture: an indium tin oxide (ITO) trans-
parent electrode, a hole injection/transport layer, a broad band emitting layer, an electron injec-
tion/transport layer, and a top metal reflective electrode, all fabricated on a glass substrate. Metal
oxides are sometimes used as charge injection layers as well as for the anode, and their use in
OLEDs has recently been reviewed.312 Individual red, green, and blue emitting layers can also be
used, and the generated light is transmitted through the bottom transparent electrode and glass
substrate. For lighting applications, a high luminance is required, resulting in a high operating
voltage due to the low charge carrier mobilities in organic semiconductors. The high operating
voltage leads to lower power efficiencies and degrades the device lifetime. To alleviate these
problems, tandem stacked OLEDs were developed as shown in Fig. 16(b), which consist of
two or three OLEDs connected serially with the so-called charge generation layers. In this device
architecture, the charge generation layer plays a key role in connecting the individual OLEDs,
and supplying electrons and holes to the adjacent connecting OLEDs. These devices behave like
a multiple-photon device by having one electron going through the device stack generating
multiple photons from the different emitting layers. The advantage of this device architecture
is the lower overall current density through the device stack and, hence, a higher power effi-
ciency and longer lifetime. Another advantage is that the emitting color can easily be tuned using
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Fig. 16 Schematic drawings of (a) a conventional OLED and (b) a tandem OLED.
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different red, green, and blue emitters. Using this architecture, high-performance tandem white
OLEDs with high luminance efficiency (∼70 lm∕W) have been reported.313
3.2 Flat Panel Displays
The display of information is a major part of everyday life and the number of displays—many of
them turned on for most of the day—is remarkable. They include computer monitors, televisions,
and information signs in city centers, at airports and railway stations, and so on. Electronic dis-
plays have gone through several generations of technology cycles in the last 30 years. Prior to the
1990s, cathode ray tubes (CRTs) were the only form of displays used in consumer electronics.
The term flat-panel displays was not in existence, and the only flat-panel displays available were
electroluminescence displays, which were primarily used for military applications. The key
driver for flat-panel displays was the progress made in the amorphous silicon technology. In
active matrix displays, each pixel is driven with a driver circuit and large-area thin-film elec-
tronics are required. In the late 1980s, amorphous silicon PVs were seriously considered as
a low-cost alternative to crystalline silicon PVs for solar energy harvesting and conversion.
However, one of the main problems with amorphous silicon is that it is full of defects associated
with dangling bonds. A key development was to hydrogenate amorphous silicon to reduce the
number of dangling bonds,314 and that led to the realization of amorphous silicon for PV315 and
thin-film electronic316 applications. While amorphous silicon PV did not take off, advances made
in amorphous silicon led to the commercialization of amorphous silicon thin-film transistor
(TFT) technology for active matrix liquid crystal displays (TFT-LCDs).
The major challenge in TFT technology is to achieve an adequate manufacturing yield due to
the very low tolerance to pixel defects. For computer displays, an LCD panel typically consists of
∼1 million pixels. Because these defects are visible, only two to three dead pixels are allowed in
the entire display panel, which posed a major manufacturing yield problem and led to the very
high price of LCD panels. For large-screen TVs, the only viable technology was rear projection
TVs. There were several versions of projection TVs. The initial light engines used for projection
TVs were CRTs. During the 1990s, Texas Instruments developed the digital light processor
(DLP) technology for projection TVs. DLPs are silicon chips with arrays of digital mirrors
to modulate light reflection creating digital images on a screen. Another rear projection tech-
nology was liquid crystals on silicon (LCOS), where LC pixels were fabricated on a silicon chip
and images were created from light reflection from the LCOS chips. While large-screen TVs can
be made with projectors, they are generally very bulky and heavy with high power consumption.
The earliest flat-panel TV technology introduced to the consumer market was plasma dis-
plays. Early this century, it was the only flat-panel technology. Compared with TFT-LCDs, they
were less expensive to make and offered an excellent image quality with a high speed of response
for videos. As the display manufacturing base moved from Japan to South Korea and Taiwan, the
cost of TFT-LCDs started to fall. LCDs slowly started replacing CRTs for computer monitors
and have since largely replaced plasma TVs to become the dominant technology for flat-panel
displays. Another promising technology is emerging for flat-screen TVs, which is based on using
an OLED as the pixel. Figure 17 shows the historical development and progress of commercial
OLED products. Compared to conventional LCDs, OLEDs offer several advantages: better color
saturation, higher speed of response, and larger viewing angle. OLED dot matrix displays were
first introduced by Motorola in 2000. In 2010, Samsung introduced active matrix OLED
(AMOLED) displays in its Galaxy smart phones, and since then, AMOLEDs have become
a main stream display technology used in smart phones and tablets. In 2014, LG introduced
the first commercial OLED TVs. However, the price of OLED TVs is significantly higher
than that of LCD TVs. As the cost of OLED manufacturing continues to decline, OLEDs is
envisioned to be the technology of the future for TV displays.
While the technology drivers for consumer electronics are cost and performance, energy
consumption is also an important factor for consumers and regulators, and has been the driving
force for going from plasma TVs to LCD TVs. For example, a 55 in. plasma TV consumes
∼120 W of power, while an LCD TV of the same size consumes about half as much, 60 W.
In principle, OLEDs should have lower power consumption than LCDs because they are
self-emissive, so that the losses in the color filters could be avoided. However, the first
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OLED TVs actually consume more power than their LCD counterparts as shown in Fig. 18.
There are two reasons for the higher power consumption. First, the pixel FF in an OLED
TV is only ∼20% to 30%. For an average luminance of 350 Cd∕m2, the average peak luminance
at each pixel can exceed 1000 Cd∕m2. This high brightness requires a high operating voltage,
resulting in a higher power consumption. Second, blue is the weakest color in OLEDs since low-
efficiency blue fluorescent emitters are used in OLED displays, limiting their power efficiency.
This is due to stability issues associated with the present blue phosphorescent emitters. Further
progress in the synthesis of stable phosphorescent blue emitters and in pixel design will lead to
an OLED TV with a better overall power efficiency and superior performance compared to that
of its LCD analog.
3.3 Light Management for Display and Lighting Applications
Light management is an important aspect for both solid-state lighting and display applications
incorporating either inorganic LEDs or OLEDs, particularly in relation to the light extraction
efficiency of these devices. Although the internal quantum efficiency of the light-emitting layers
used for LEDs and OLEDs can be close to 100%, the majority of the light generated is trapped
inside the device. Due to the mismatch in refractive indices among air (n ¼ 1), glass (n ∼ 1.5),
organic light-emitting or carrier transport layers (n ¼ 1.7 to 1.9), and inorganic light-emitting or
charge transport injection layers (n ¼ 2 to 4), only a small fraction, ∼10% to 25%, of the total of
generated photons can be extracted from an LED or OLED device with planar interfaces. The
rest of the photons are either trapped in guided photonic modes inside the substrate, the emitting
layer(s), and the carrier injection layers, or are coupled to guided/trapped surface plasmon polar-
iton modes at the metal electrode.317,318 Thus, to obtain a high external quantum efficiency (EQE)
Fig. 18 Typical power consumption of liquid crystal display versus OLED TVs.
Fig. 17 Historical development of commercial OLED displays.
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(i.e., ratio of optical output power to electrical input power), it is very important to recover the
trapped photons.
For LEDs, a host of macroscale and microscale lens structures have been applied to the active
light-emitting region to extract trapped photons. For OLEDs, extraction techniques, such as
microlens arrays, sand-blasting, and light scattering films, have been used to extract the substrate
mode, resulting in ∼50% enhancement in light outcoupling efficiency.319–321 A variety of
approaches for extracting wave-guided modes trapped in ITO/organic layers, such as PCs,
corrugated grating substrates, and high-index substrates, have been demonstrated to enhance
the light outcoupling efficiency.322–326 Mie scattering supported by dielectric nanostructures and
localized SPRs supported by metallic nanostructures are also effective at increasing the light
extraction efficiency of light-emitting devices due to their large scattering cross sections.
While these techniques are effective for extracting thin-film guided modes, they have their
shortcomings. For example, light emission from devices fabricated on PCs is highly dependent
on the emission wavelength and emission angle, which is not suitable for broadband white light
sources. High-index substrates are very effective for extracting thin-film guided modes for
white light, but the high cost of high-index substrates, such as sapphire, might be prohibitive
for general lighting applications. While corrugated substrates are also very effective for
extracting thin-film guided modes without wavelength and emission angle dependence, the
process to fabricate corrugated structures must be compatible with high volume manufacturing.
Furthermore, incorporation of nanostructures can increase nonradiative recombination or
degrade the electrical performance of a LED or OLED.
Various approaches to extract propagating surface plasmon polariton modes at metal elec-
trodes in OLEDs have been reported. One approach is to eliminate the use of a metal as an
electrode. Kim et al.327 have demonstrated transparent OLEDs without using metal electrodes
and obtained an EQE exceeding 60%. Another approach uses corrugated high-index sub-
strates to fabricate OLEDs such that the corrugation is preserved at the metal–organic inter-
face. Using this approach, EQEs greater than 50% have been obtained. Furthermore,
wavelength-scale periodic microstructures have facilitated light outcoupling of surface plas-
mon polariton modes in dendrimer-based OLEDs.328 While propagating surface plasmon
polaritons are seen as undesirable in relation to the light extraction efficiency of both
LED and OLED devices, increases in the radiative decay rate of the emitting material
(to either improve the internal quantum efficiency or to facilitate faster device modulation
rates) have been shown to be one beneficial effect of coupling to propagating surface
plasmon polaritons.320,329–336 For example, one of the earliest studies of the effect of surface
plasmons on the emission rate of materials of interest for LEDs was carried out by Neogi
et al.334 by coupling InGaN/GaN quantum wells to surface plasmons supported by silver
thin films. The spontaneous emission rate of the quantum well into the surface plasmon
supported by the silver film was up to 92 times faster than that of the quantum well into
free space. Both silver film thickness and the distance between the quantum well and the
silver film were parameters that greatly affected the emission rate. Okamoto et al.335 dem-
onstrated increases in the internal quantum efficiency from InGaN quantum wells from 6 to
18 and 41% after Al and Ag film coating, respectively. The internal quantum efficiency
enhancement was attributed to spontaneous emission rate increases arising from emission
coupling to surface plasmon polariton modes. A 10-nm-thick GaN layer was placed between
the metal films and the quantum well to optimize the efficiency enhancement.
3.4 Optical Communications and Interconnects
A fast means of communications over long distances has always been essential to the develop-
ment and ultimate success of human societies. Often the focus of such communications has been
in the areas of commerce and defense. Early societies often used smoke signals as a means of
communication between major population centers. Others have used couriers, either in the form
of humans or animals, such as pigeons. However, a number of societies found that the use of light
was most convenient for communicating over long distances. For example, in the eighth century,
a system was devised by Leo the Mathematician within the Byzantine Empire for optical com-
munication of imperial edicts and defense-related matters using a system of lighting fixtures or
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beacons that originated in the capital of Constantinople and emanated to the vast reaches of
the Empire, particularly across Asia Minor/Anatolia.337 Light has also always played a role
for communication over shorter distances, such as within communities.
Over the past 150 years, one of the greatest changes to have shaped the world has been the
remarkable advance of communications technology. The telegraph, followed by the telephone
has enabled local, national, and intercontinental communication to occur at high speeds. Indeed,
one of the first modern uses of photonics for human communications was developed by Bell and
Tainter,338 who showed a device for the transmission of sound using light, the so-called photo-
phone. Bell and Tainter338 were able to communicate via the photophone at distances as much as
213 m apart, with the confines of their laboratory apparently limiting further distances. More
recently, advances in communications have underpinned the growth of e-mail and the Internet
and the remarkable range of business and leisure activities that now depend on them. In parallel,
over the past 50 years, the rapid development of computers means that the vast majority of
communication is of data (rather than voice) and the amounts of data are increasing dramatically
as we progress from text to audio to video and on to cloud storage. Furthermore, the rise of
computing means that huge amounts of data are also communicated over short distances—
between racks in data centers, between computers, between chips, and even within chips. It
has been suggested that energy consumption for Internet traffic could reach 10% of the world’s
total consumption by 2018.339
The use of optics in telecommunications is well known. The amount of information that can
be encoded on a wave is determined by the frequency of the wave carrying the signal. The
development of communication has, therefore, involved using ever higher carrier wave frequen-
cies, rising through the radio spectrum and beyond to optical frequencies. In addition to the very
high-frequency carrier wave, a decisive advantage of optical communication has been the avail-
ability of optical fibers to carry the signal over huge distances with very low loss (0.2 dB∕km).340
Nowadays, optical fibers are also a critical component in local Internet networks, with a sig-
nificant amount of high-speed Internet data communications within buildings being run by
Ethernet cables using optical fibers.341
The implications of optical communication for power consumption are much less frequently
addressed. In a simple implementation of electrical communication, the whole length of the link
needs to be charged to the signal voltage. The longer the link, the higher is its capacitance, so
more energy is needed to send each bit of information. In addition, the higher the frequency of
communication, the greater is the power required because the line must be charged and dis-
charged more times. As well as its energy cost, the growing capacitance with increasing length
leads to a long RC (resistance times capacitance) time constant, thus severely limiting the data
transmission bandwidth. These factors explain why optical communications are dominant in
telecommunications. Not only has photonics enabled long-distance communication at high
data rates, but it has enabled it to occur with much lower power consumption than a purely
electrical implementation.
The current growth of computing has brought with it huge data centers consisting of arrays of
processors and storage devices that communicate. A major challenge in computer design is to
dissipate the heat generated in the processors. Hence, reducing energy consumption is not only
important in itself, but also necessary to enable ever higher computer performance. What is the
potential role of photonics? As explained above, optical communication has major advantages
at long distances, but the implication is that electrical communication is preferable at short
enough distances. Miller described the conditions that optical communications must fulfill to
compete at shorter distances.342 The emerging trend indicates that as time passes, communication
bandwidths increase and so optical communication moves to shorter and shorter distances.
Therefore, it is not just used between countries and cities, but also within universities and
buildings, and increasingly within computer systems—e.g., to connect boards in data centers.
A wide range of research is in progress to explore strategies to bring optical communication to
shorter distances for chip-to-chip and ultimately intrachip communication. For example, an
optical backplane using embedded polymer waveguides has been demonstrated.343
A major field of silicon photonics is developing, providing a way of using the established
foundries for CMOS to make photonic devices.341 Indeed, Si photonics are in full production and
used extensively in the cable and Internet industry for bringing high-definition video to the
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home. Companies such as Luxtera, Avago, Neophotonics, and others involved in the manufac-
turing of silicon photonic chips used in such communication systems are developing advanced
manufacturing technologies and novel integration/packaging schemes for moving light onto
chips.344 Rapid advances are also being made on cutting-edge Si photonics based device research
as well. For example, Buckwalter et al.345 have demonstrated a silicon photonic transceiver
(transmitter and receiver combined in a single unit), which gives data rates of 25 Gb∕s with
a bit error rate of 10−12. The total power consumption is 256 mW corresponding to
7.2 pJ∕bit though an external laser is also needed as silicon does not emit light. Interesting
progress is being made on the limitation of Si not being an emissive material (due to its indirect
bandgap). Recent research has, in fact, shown that it is possible to create light sources within
silicon wafers using advances in nanophotonics. These include silicon Raman lasers with race-
track ring resonator cavities and germanium-on-silicon lasers, among other device concepts.346
As the light source and detector are crucial components of optical communication systems, and
photodetectors in silicon are readily available (as well as waveguide structures), we are moving
toward an integrated photonics technology base that will allow high-speed data communications
at the chip level, board level, and beyond.
The most useful metric of energy use for optical communication is J∕bit.347 The remarkable
progress in improving the energy efficiency of communication systems can be clearly seen in
Fig. 19. Nevertheless, considerable further savings are needed to sustain the growth of data
capacity required. It is now clear that switching uses more power than transmission.348
Again, this is a topic of extensive research. For example, Nozaki et al.349 have demonstrated
subfemtojoule all-optical switching using a PC nanocavity. The theoretical limits on optical com-
munication have been discussed in an elegant pair of articles by Tucker.347,348 This work suggests
that there are two to three orders of magnitude of improvement on current technology possible.
It would require considerable ingenuity to realize this improvement, but does suggest we can
expect major progress over the coming years. Finally, while we have focused on the energy use
of computing, it is important to keep in mind that ubiquitous sensing, computing, and commu-
nication enable considerable energy savings through measures such as engine management,
heating controls, and smart buildings. Hence, photonics is not just enabling the information
age, but enabling it in an energy-efficient way.
4 Conclusion
In celebration of the 2015 International Year of Light, this review has provided some examples of
how photonics plays a crucial role in both power generation and energy conservation. Photonics
is essential in the conversion of sunlight to electrical, thermal, and chemical energy. It also makes
an important and significant contribution to reducing energy consumption through more efficient
lighting, displays, and communications. Photonics now touches almost every area of our lives,
Fig. 19 Energy per bit per 1000 km of transmission distance for various transatlantic transmission
systems. (Reprinted, with permission, from Ref. 347. © IEEE 2011.)
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and its contributions to both power generation and energy conservation can be expected to grow
considerably through the 21st century.
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